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1. INTR~DIJCI-I~N 
In the present paper we shall investigate one of the most important inner 
properties of the solutions of the Cauchy problem for the equation 
ut = [4~)lxr - c(u) 
defined in the halfspace IR: = {(f, x): t > 0. x E R ’ } with initial value 
u(0, x) = &(X). 
(1) 
(2) 
The function u,,(x) is nonnegative, continuous, and supp u,(x) = [--I, II. 
1 > 0. 
The functions occurring in the Eq. (1) supposed to satisfy the following 
ASSUMPTION A. W E CYIO, Ml) n C+y(o, Ml), vhf > 0, u E (0, I 1; 
Q(U) >, 0, 40) = 0; U(U) > 0, u’(u) > 0, u”(O) > 0 for u > 0; either u’(O) = 0 
or u(u) = const . a, const > 0. 
ASSUMPTION c. C(U) E c([o, Ml) n c'((o, ~41). C(U) a 0, C(O) = 0: 
c(u) > 0, c’(u) > 0, for u > 0. 
The Problem 
In what cases (under what conditions on the functions u(u) and c(u)) do 
the perturbations propagate with finite velocity for problem (l)-(2), i.e., 
what assumptions provide the function u(t, x) to have compact support with 
respect to x for any t > O? 
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It turns out that (beside some unessential additional assumptions, see 
Remarks 1 and 2) the convergence of the integral 
J-‘(U) .s 
K,(u) = 
!  1 
u’(r) c(r) dr -1 
a’(s) ds 
0 0 
I+ a’(r) C(7) 
5 
d 
will provide necessary and sufftcient conditions for the velocity of 
propagation perturbation to be finite. 
Later we shall establish a more clear and exact formulation of this 
assertion. 
Before discussing this result and the corresponding examples we give a 
short survey of publications which are predecessors of the present paper. In 
all of these publications the equation 
Uf = b@)lxx (3) 
is studied. 
In [ 11, Oleinik et al. proved that if the integral 
converges then, in problem (l)-(2), the perturbation propagates with finite 
velocity. The proof is based on the fact that in this case the solution can be 
estimated from above by a function of sufficiently simple form. 
To prove the necessity of the condition A(u) < const is far from being 
simple. Two papers ([2,3]) dealt with this problem. 
In (21, Kalashnikov considered the Cauchy problem. Under some 
unessential additional condition on a(u), he proved that in the case 
A(u) = 03 the solution is positive everywhere when t > 0, provided that 
uo(x) & 0. His proof of necessity was nontrivial and consisted in constructing 
a concrete function, positive for t > 0, which estimated the solution from 
below. The structure of Eq. (3) is such that the choice of the functions for 
estimations fails to be free: the function suitable for our purposes should be 
close to the solution. 
In [3], Peletier considered the first boundary value problem for Eq. (3) in 
the half strip H = (0, L) x (0, 7). He assumed that uo(x) has a compact 
support and u(t, 0) > const > 0. He stated that the condition A(u) Q const 
(without additional assumptions on a(u)) is necessary and sufficient for the 
velocity of propagation of perturbation to be finite. 
The method used by Peletier was essentially different from that of 
Kalashnikov. It proceeded from the ideology of selfsimilar solutions. Firstly 
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Peletier with this coauthor F. V. Atkinson proved that when A(u) = co, 
Eq. (3) possesses a selfsimilar solution of the form f(x(t + r)- I’*), that has 
the required property. Then from the strong maximum principle, he 
concluded that u(t, x) >f(xt- ‘I’) > 0 in H. 
We take notice that receiving an analogous result for the Cauchy problem 
has failed until now. In spite of the fact that this result would not be new the 
solution of this problem would have certain importance. 
Let us return to Eq. (1). It arises in numerous physical models, e.g., it 
describes the filtration or heat conduction process in the presence of 
absorption. 
Equation (1) generally has no classical solution. The definition of the 
generalized solution, the theorems on the existence and the uniqueness are 
found in 141. Some theorems on the monotone dependence of the solution on 
the initial data are stated and the moduli of continuity are indicated there as 
well. 
In order to get more transparent formulation of our statement we 
introduce the functions 
G(u)= a'(u) c(u) u , K(u) = Jo" (j; (G'/'(r) dr) - li2) '/o'(s) ds. 
Later we assume the function G(u) to be strongly monotone near u = 0 or 
G(u) = const. The functions c(u) U-‘, c’(u), a’(u) u-’ are supposed to be 
strongly monotone near u = 0, also. We have rt @@dr < co because 
&7@j < constf fi. 
When G(u) < const, then due to the obvious inequalities 
.s 
S<S+ 
I 
G(r) ds 
-0 l+diQ@ 
< const s, 
K,(u) converges or diverges when the integral A(u) does. 
If lim G(u) = co when u + 0, then for sufficiently small a > 0, the ine- 
qualities 
hold. It means that K,(u) and K(u) converge or diverge jointly. 
Due to these remarks, the solution of our problem can be formulated in 
two theorems. 
THEOREM A. If  G(u) Q const and A(u) < 00, then u(t, x) has compact 
support with respect to x for any t > 0. If G < cons& A(u) = 00 and the limit 
(4) (see Remark 1, paragraph 3) exists, then u(t, x) > 0 for any t > 0. 
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THEOREM B. If G(u) -+ co when u -+ 0 and K(u) < co, then u(t. x) has 
compact support with respect to x for any t > 0. If G(u) -+ 00, K(u) = co and 
limit (6) (see Remark 2, paragraph 4) exists, then u(t, x) > 0 for 0 < t < r. 
x E R, where r generally is small. 
Remark. The statement that if G(u) + co when u -+ 0 and K(u) = 00, 
then u(t, x) > 0 for any t > 0, does not hold, in general. 
In the rest of the introduction we list some examples of the use of 
Theorems A and B. We suppose 0 f u,(x) < 4, consequently u(t, x) < + as 
well. 
EXAMPLE 1. u,= [a(u)lXX. 
Here G(u) E 0 and Theorem A involves Kalashnikov’s theorem ]2] (and 
one as easily sees from the proof that Peletier’s theorem ]3] is involved, 
also). 
EXAMPLE 2. u,= u,, - u”, n > 0. 
Here G(u) = u”-’ < co when n > 1. In this case Theorem A replaces the 
strong maximum principle. 
If n < 1, then K(u) -C co and it follows from Theorem B that u(t, X) has 
finite support with respect to x for any t > 0. 
EXAMPLE 3. u, = u,, - u(ln l/u)“, /J’ # 0. 
If p < 0, then G(u) < const and Theorem A involves u(t, x) > 0 
everywhere in R: . 
Let /3 > 0. It is easy to verify that K(u) < co if and only if b > 2. 
In the last two examples a’(u) E 1, i.e. the coefficient of the heat 
conduction is constant and it does not vanish. The phenomenon of the finite 
velocity appears on account of absorption. In the next example a’(0) = 0 and 
in addition, the absorption is present. Nevertheless we shall see that even in 
this case the perturbation may propagate with infinite velocity. 
EXAMPLE 4. a(u) = u(ln l/u)-“, c(u) = u(ln l/u)“, a > 0. 
One can verify that 
A<co iff a> 1, 
G<co iff /?<a, 
K<oo iff a+p>2. 
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Hence, Theorem A involves the equation 
u, = [u(ln l/~)-~],, = --u In l/u 
to be truly degenerate, i.e., a’(O) = 0 and u(t, x) to have compact support in 
x and the equation 
u, = [u(ln l/u)-‘],, - u In l/u 
to be pseudodegenerate, i.e., u(t, x) > 0 when t > 0 through a’(O) = 0. It 
means that a’(u) does not really vanish. 
The same may be told about the equations 
u, = [u(ln l/u)-‘],, - u(ln l/u)’ and U, = [u(ln l/u)-“‘],, - u In l/u. 
respectively (corollary of Theorem B), 
2. SUFFICIENCY IN THEOREMS A AND B 
We now show that if K,(u) < co, then the perturbation propagates with 
finite velocity. The proof itself is simple: the main difficulty consists in 
finding the function K,(u). 
Due to the comparison theorem (see [4, Theorem 4]), it will be suffkient 
to prove 
LEMMA 1. Let z = t - ax + p, where a > 0, t!? > 0 be arbitrary constants 
for the present. If K,(u) < co, then there exists a function f(z) with the 
properties: 
(1) f(z) > 0, f(0) = 0, f(z) is continuous for z > 0; 
(2) f(z) -+ -t-m when z + tco; 
(3) Ia(f )I, is continuous; 
(4) Lf < 0 for f > 0, where Lu = -u, + [cz(~)],~ - c(u). 
ProoJ Let us show that the function 
f(z) = a-‘(K,‘(z)) 
possesses the required properties. Throughout this article h -- ’ denotes the 
inverse function of h: h- ‘(h(x)) 5 x. 
Evidently. the first property holds. Since a-‘(s) and K; ‘(S) tend to 
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infinity when s --) co, the second property is valid. As regards the third 
property, we have 
=-a f(z) +J’I(‘) 
G(s) ds 
0 1 + a+ G(r) 
Since (t mdr is finite, the last expression tends to zero when z --) 0. 
We now prove assertion (4). Let H(r) = G(r)/( 1 + dm). We have 
U- = - [ (f + [JW d+W,] 
+a2 [ (f+~Wb+Y.f)] (1 +W-N-d.0 
It is less than zero if 
a2( ‘r: ) 1 + -Ji; H(7) ds (1 + H(j)) < G(f) + 1 + fj%i+) dr. 0 
This inequality holds in both cases, when G(f) < co and when 
lim G(J) = co, provided that a is sufficiently small. 
3. NECESSITY IN THEOREM A 
We have to show that if G(u) < co and A(u) = 00, then u(f, X) > 0 
everywhere in R: . 
Let 9 = u-’ and Y = c(Q). Define the function o(s) by the identity 
.l 
1 
dv 
o(s) ZfF) = sa 
Due to the definition and the assumption A(u) = co, it follows that 
o(s) > 0 for s > 0, w(O) = 1, o(s)--, 0 if s--, co and o’(s) = -@(w(s)), 
o”(S) = @(o(s)) @‘(w(s)). 
Remark 1. Here we improve an additional condition on the function 
a(u). We demand the existence of the limit 
pll@~~’ (o (f)) @’ (0 (f)). -+ (4) 
Assuming this, we prove (in Lemma 3) that this limit equals zero. 
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Denote L the operator 
Lz = -W(z) z, + z,, - Y(z). 
Let r, 6 E (0, 1) be constants, which will be choosen later. Define the 
function z(r, x) as follows (see 121): 
when Ix\>& O<t<r, 
d2 
z(t,x)=co t 
( 1 
+f,(t)(d’ - x2) + f,(t)(d’ - x2)* + e-“‘(d’ - x2)3 
when ] x j < 6, 0 < t < r. Here f,(t) = (l/t) @(4S*/t)), f2(tJ = 
(l/2?) @(o(d2/t)) @‘(o@/t)). 
It is easy to verify that the functions z, zX, zXX, z, are continuous in 
R: n {t Q r)(f, and f2 are chosen exactly to provide that). 
Suppose that q,(O) > 0. Due to continuity of u,(x), there exist 6, and c > 0 
such that uO(x) > E if (x] < 6,. Let x E R ‘. Then we prove that Lz > 0 in 
RI n {t < r) for small r. Then it follows from the comparison theorem (4, 
Theorem 31 that u(t, x) > z(t, x) > 0 in R: n (t < 5). Proceeding from this, 
we prove that u(r, x) > 0 in R: . 
To fulfill this program, we need some auxiliary statements. The argument 
of the functions @ and Y is always w(a2/t), otherwise we indicate it. 
LEMMA 2. 
l+Dp=o for all p > 0. . 
Indeed, 
I 
limf [@JP=lim--- ,i]-p =lim 
-t.-2 
(-p)[@)-“-‘@‘(-@)(-P/t*) 
= --$ lim $ = 0 since @p(O) = 0 and @’ = l/a’(@). 
LEMMA 3. 
p& !DP@’ = 0 for any p > -. 3 1 
Actually, using Lemma 2, 1’Hospital’s rule and Remark 1, we get 
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From the above Lemma (p = f), even lim,,, l/t” @W’3/t6 = 0 follows. 
LEMMA 5. 
W’(0) ( 0. 
In fact, 
c?q+& [a’(@(w))]-‘a”(@(w)) W(0) (0 
because a” > 0, due to Assumption A, 
LEMMA 6. If f(x) E C*((O, E)) n C([O, E)), E > 0 and f > 0, f(0) = 0, 
f’ > 0, f” < 0, then f/(x)x <f(x) for x E [0, E]. 
The proof is trivial: f(x) = jt f’(x) dx > f/(x)x. 
LEMMA 7. 
lim I’ ay(o) --= 0 
t-o t aw 
(we recall that ‘Y(w) = c(@(w)). 
Proof Consider two cases: 
(1) Let c(u) satisfy the Lipschitz condition for bounded U. Since 
Y’ = c’@‘, !P’ < const @’ in this case, that means (l/t) !P’@’ < const @@‘/t. 
But lim,,, @P/t = 0, due to Lemma 3. 
(2) Let lim,,, c(u)/u = co. (The function c(u) u - ’ is supposed to be 
monotone near 0.) Since c’(u) tends to infinity monotonely if u + 0, c” < 0 
for small x. Due to the definition of @, @” < 0 and “hence, 
Y” = c”@” + c@” < 0. Thus with Lemma 6 involves w!P’ < Y. According 
to the assumption of the theorem, G(u) < const. i.e., Y/Q@’ < const. It 
means that 
Y @‘Q2 (l/t) YW<$=- - < const @‘@‘/cot cm’ tot 
= const(@‘@“‘/t)(@3’2/w). 
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As stated in Lemma 3, the first fraction on the right-hand side tends to zero. 
In order to prove the lemma, it is sufftcient to establish that 0”’ satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition in o. We have 
(@‘Q)’ = ([a-‘(o)]3’2)’ = $[u-‘(w)]‘l’ l/a’(a -‘(w),. 
Now we show that the last expression tends to zero when w + 0. We argue 
indirectly (a-‘(,~) = x): Suppose that fi/~‘(x) > 6 > 0 for small X, i.e., 
a’(x)/x < (l/&C l/q%. D ue to the assumption A(u) = co (a’(x)/x is 
monotone), it is impossible. Lemma 7 is proved. 
Lemmas 2 and 3 provide ~(0, X) < u,(x) if 7 and 6 are small enough. 
Let(x(>6>0,O<t<s. Wehave 
Lz = -~~‘(X’/f’)+(4x*/t*)~~‘-(2/t)~- Y > (36’/t)@@‘-(2/t)@- Y 
= (2/t?) @@‘(d2 - (t/Q’)) + (@@‘/t2)(s2 - t2(Y/@@‘jj. 
Since Y/Q@ < const by the assumption, we have Lz > 0 for small 7. 
We come now to the case 1x1 < 8. Lz we obtain the expression, 
Lz = W(Z){-(P/t’)@ + @[(l/t’) - (8/?3) @‘](fY -xl) 
+ [(l/P) @@’ - (8?/2f4) @I@” - (#/2t’) @‘2@](62 -x2)2 
+ (l/r) e-‘/*(6* - x’)~} - (2/t)@ - (2/t*) @@‘(d2 -x2) 
+ (4x2/t* j @@’ - 6e-‘lT(6? - x2)2 + 24x*e -’ T 
X(ii’-.x2)-Y(z)~u,+u2+~-+u,, (5) 
(we opened the square and curly brackets). 
LEMMA 8. There exists 6, E (\/e/(2 + e) 6,6) such that F(l, x) = 
j(u,, + u,J + a13 > Ofor (t, x) E (0,7) X (a,, Sj = P if7 is suflciently small. 
Proof. F(I, 6) = +(4a2/t2) @@’ - Y(u) > 0 when 7 is small. because 
Y/Q@’ < const. It is easy to figure that 
%F 46 @J %Y(o) - 
%X .I- 7 b 
= F @@’ - 246’emm”‘ + 26 T F. 
It follows from Lemmas 3 and 7 that Z!/axj, 6 < --E when r is small. This 
completes the proof. 
The terms aI, a,, and a, are positive (see Lemma 5). we omit them. Due 
to Lemma 8, {(a,, + ulz) - Y(z) > 0. Since (~1 2 6,. we have 
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As z > w  we obtain -a’(z) > -Q’(o); consequently, 
LZ > [-(8*/t’) @CP’ + (2/t*) Sf a@’ - 2@/t] + (6* - x2)[ 12e-’ ~3: 
-(s'/t')@@" -(S*/2t4)@w3)S* -x2) 
- (2/t) 4W’ - 6e-“‘(6* -x2)]. 
The sum of the first three terms is positive if 6, > @(2 + E) 6 and r is 
sufftciently small. Due to Lemma 3 and 4, the expression in the second 
brackets is positive, also, if r is small and 12#e-’ > 6e-“‘(a* - x’). The 
last inequality is valid when 6, > &r/(2 + e) S. 
In the case [xl< 6,, it is very simple to prove the inequality Lz > 0: 
Observe that each term in (5) except a, is bounded when r+ 0. 
So we proved the following: there exists r, > 0 such that 
u(t, x) > z(t, x) > 0 for 0 < t < 5,) x E R ‘. 
Let r = r,/2. Now we show that u(t, x) > 0 for t > r. Consider the 
function 
u(t, x) = o((x*/r) + at); 
here w(s) is the function defined at the beginning of this paragraph, the 
positive constant a will be set later. 
The inequality u(r, x) < z(r, x) holds for /xl> 6 provided that 
(x2/r) + cn > x2/r and this latter one is valid for any a. In the case (xl< 6 
we need w((x2/r) + as) < z(r, x) and to have this, it is enough that the 
inequality o((x’/r) + as) < w(S2/r) holds. This is obvious when ar > d2/r, 
i.e., a > a2/r2. So choosing such a, we have 
u(r, x) < 45, x) < u(r, x). 
Now if we show that Lu > 0 for f > 0, then the comparison theorem ([4, 
Theorem 3 1) yields the required inequality ~(t, x) ( ~(t, x) for I > r. 
Since u, = -@(w)a and v,, = (2/r) o’ + (4x2/r’) o”, we have 
Lu = a@@’ - (2/r)@ + (4x2/r2) @@’ - Y 
> @@‘[a - (2/@‘r) - (Y/@@‘)] 
provided that a is sufficiently large because !#‘/(@@I) ( const, due to the 
assumption of the theorem. This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
4. NECESSITY IN THEOREM B 
We intend to prove that u(r, x) > 0 everywhere for small t > 0 if 
lim G(U) = co when u + 0 and K(u) = co. 
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Let the functions @ and G bedefined as in the previous paragraph. The 
new function denoted by o(s) differs from the previous one and will be 
introduced later. 
The assumption K(u) = co may be rewritten in the form 
Define the function w(s) by the equality 
It is evident that o(s) > 0 for s > 0, w(O) = 1 and o(s) + 0 when s -+ co; 
o’(s) = -S(w(s)), o”(S) = S(o(s))[ Y@‘/@~‘iz, 
with the notation 
Remark 2. At this point we may improve additional conditions on the 
function a(u). We require the existence of the limit 
where all arguments are equal to w(l/t). Under this condition we prove that 
this limit equals zero (see Lemma 11). 
Henceforward we shall need some propositions; we shall formulate them 
in lemmas. 
LEMMA 9. If 0 < t Q 5, then (l/t’) S[ !P@‘/@\“” > Y for suficient[t. 
small 5. 
Proof We have 
l/Z =‘t’lll;r-& ’ ’ /.‘@(ijds[G(@)]-I’*. 
-0 
Since G(s) decreases monotonicly for small s, 
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holds and hence 
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LEMMA 10. 
‘,‘nllsp=o for all p > 0. -a 
where S = S(o(6’/t’)). Actually, 
t-l 
~rn+Sp=lim-= 
tc2 
t-4 s-p F-J (-p) s-P-‘@‘(o) td(62/t2)[ Y/@‘@]“2 
=J-li*SP - @ 
[ 1 
112 
p8 t+o !m’ 
= 0, 
since Y/G@’ + 03 (all the more Y/G + 00). 
LEMMA 11. 
yqj’ l/2 
&sp 7 [ 1 1 =0 forall pa--* 3 
Proof. 
O=)i~fSp=?i~pSp-‘@‘S~ & [ 1 
i/2 y@’ Ii2 
=p6’\iy+Sp T . [ 1 
Here the left equality follows from Lemma 10, the right one is duets 
Remark 2. 
LEMMA 12. 
ProoJ: Remember (see Lemma 11, p = 4) that 
y/Q’ 3/2 
pls - 
[ I 
= 0. @ 
But ip@p’ 312
fS 7 [ 1 SYJ#12 &@j =r t2 * 
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The second fraction on the right-hand 
Hence, the first one should tend to zero. 
LEMMA 13. 
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side tends to infinity when I -4 0. 
The proof is an immediate consequence of the identity 
Due Lemma 12, the first fraction on the right-hand side tends to zero, and 
the second one does so by the assumption. 
LEMMA 14. 
B !iw’ -- 
( ) au @ SO 
for small r. 
Y@‘/@ = c(@(o))/a’(@(w)) Q(o) 2 const. x, 
4@(W))/@(~) + 00 if t-+0. 
Lemma 14 follows from the monotonicity of the function yl@‘/@. 
LEMMA 15. 
[im = 2 ay(w) = 0 ___. 
I +o t 20 
Proof: Consider two cases: 
(1) Let the function c(u) satisfy the Lipschitz condition. Since 
‘P = c(Q) and Y’ < const @‘, we have 
Further, 
(I/t) SY’ < const(l/r) S@‘. 
(l/f’)(SYW/@) = (S@‘/t)( W’/&J). 
Due to Lemma 12, the left side tends to zero when t + 0. The second 
factor on the right-hand side tends to infinity. Hence, the first one should 
tend to zero. 
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(2) Let 
‘,‘4 c(u)/24 = 03. .+ 
By similar arguments as we had in the proof of Lemma 7, we can verify that 
w  Y’(w) ( ‘P(U). Therefore, 
s u/‘/t ,< s Y/tw. 
G(U) decreases monotonicly near u = 0: S/Q > @, i.e., Y< S*@‘/@. It 
means that 
S!P/t < S3@‘/tw@ = (s4’3/W)(s4’3/@)(s”3~‘/t)* 
Now we show that the first two fractions are bounded and the third tends to 
zero. In fact. 
The right-hand side tends to zero when t -+ 0 by Lemma 11 (p = f). Further, 
(S/t”)( Y@“/@) = (SW3/t3)( Y/t@@‘). 
Lemma 12 involves that the left-hand side tends to zero when t --) 0. The 
second fraction on the right-hand side tends to infinity by the assumption. 
Hence 
should hold. Lemma 15 is proved. 
Consider the function 
z(t, x) = w(x?/t) for Ixl>6>0, O<t<r, 
z(t, x) = w(cS’/t) + f,(t)(d* - x2) + f,(t)(d’ - x2)* + e-“‘(6* - x2)3 
for /xl<& O<t<r. 
Here 
the positive constants 6 and r will be defined later. 
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It is easy to verify that the functions z, zX, z,, , and z, are continuous in 
F?: n (t < 7). (f, and fi are chosen exactly to provide that.) Suppose that 
u,(O) > 0. Due to continuity of u,(x), there exist 6, and E > 0 such that 
u,(x)>E if 1x1 < 6,. Let 6 < 6,. 
In Lemmas 10 and 11 it is shown that for sufficiently small 6 and r, 
~(0, x) ,< z+,(x). In order to prove the inequalities 0 < z(t, x) < u(t, x) in 
IFi: n (t < 7}, it is enough to show that Lz > 0 in this domain (see (4. 
Theorem 3 1). 
Consider 
Case 1. Let Ix/> 6. We have 
ygjt I/2 
Lz=-@“(w)s;+~s 7 [ 1 -fS- Y(0) 
= 6s [xg]“‘- y) 
+ (5)s [Fl’i’ -$Jjl, + 2”‘s ) ( t2 [q”‘-+s). 
The first term in the sum is positive by Lemma 9, and the other ones are 
positive by the assumption lim G = 03. 
Case 2. Let (xl < 6. We have 
Lz = w(z)(+‘/t*)S + S[(l/t’) - (s’/t”)(Y/~‘~)‘“](s’ -x2) 
+ [ (S/t’)( Y@py2 -(csS/2t4)(Y@‘/@)- (s's2/4t4)(Y~'/~)-"Z 
X a/(&0)( Y@'/@)](S' - x2)' + (e-"'/s)(d - x2)3 } 
- (2S/t) - (2/t*) S( Y@‘/@)“‘(S - x2) 
+ (4X*S/ty(Y@‘/@)“2 - 6e-“‘(iS2 -x2)2 + 24x2eb~“‘(6* -x2) - Y(z) 
E a, + a, a.. a,,. (7) 
(We opened the curly and square brackets.) 
LEMMA 16. There exists 6, E (dm 6,d) such that 
F(t, x) = +(a,, + a,,) + a,3 > 0 for (r, x) E (0,7) X (6,, 6) = P, 
where 7 > 0 is suflciently small. 
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Proof: 
F(t, x) = (2x*S/t*)[ Y@‘/@l]“* + 12x*e-“‘(d* - x2) - Y(z). 
F(t, 6) = (26%/tZ)[ !P@‘/@]“* - Y(w) > 0 for small r 
by Lemma 9. It is easy to verify that 
For small t, Lemmas 11 and 15 involve that 8flaxjXza ( -E, E > 0. The 
lemma is proved. 
First, we show that Lz > 0 in P. Return to (7). The terms a, and a4 are 
positive, we omit them. Due to Lemma 14, a6 > 0. 
Since -Q’(z) 2 -Q’(w), it follows from formula (7) and Lemma 16 that 
we have in P. 
Lz > [(26$/r2)( !Pwpy - (d’/t’) SW - (2S/t)] + (6’ -x2)( 126,e-’ 
- ((s’s/t”)( !w/q”* - (6%/2t4)( YWZ/@)(S’ - x2) 
- 6e-“‘(6* - x2) 1. 
The quantity in the first brackets is positive when 26:(!P/@@‘)“’ - 
(2r/@‘) - 6* > 0. This inequality holds for small r, because G(Q) = 
Y/Q@ -+ co when t + 0. It follows from Lemmas 12 and 13, that for small r 
the term in the second brackets is positive if 2&e-’ > 6* -x2. This is valid 
when 6, > d-j 6. 
We stated that Lz > 0 in P = (0, r) x (6,) 6) if r is sufficiently small. By 
analogous arguments, it can be proved that Lz > 0 in the rectangle 
(0, r) x (-6, -6,). Evidently, formula (7) and our lemmas yield that Lz > 0 
when (I, X) E (0, r) (-6,) 6,). In fact, when r + 0, the terms in (6) except a, 
are bounded. 
So, we proved that u(t, X) > z(t,x) > 0 if (t, x) E (0, r) x IR’ and r is 
sufficiently small. 
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